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A Pillar of Viksit Bharat

The entire Inventure Family is happy to see our Co-Founder &

CEO Nooraine Fazal, featured in the Outlook magazine as one of

the pillars of Viksit Bharat. The others featured along with her

include Dr Devi Shetty, Nandan Nilekani, Ravishankar

Bhooplapur, Siddharth Vasudevan, Dr Tansen Chaudhari, Dr

Samir Tripathi, Shaktikanta Das, Dr Durga Prakash, Amit Kapoor,

Varadhan TR and Ved Prakash Khatri.

The article amplifies Nooraine's contribution to not only the

world of education, inclusivity and child safety, but also to  

research on the impact of Bangalore's urbanisation on its water

bodies. 

She has been recognized by Education World as one of the '21

Leaders Transforming India's Education' , and identifies actively

with the Government's vision of transforming India to the status

of a developed nation by 2047.

Please use the link below to read the article
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F1 and Drone Wars - where innovation meets competition
The School Hub at Whitefield-Sarjapur thrummed with vibrant energy. It was the culmination of tinkering and

passionate brainstorming – the intra-school competition for the ‘F1 in Schools’ and ‘Drone War’s programs! A

curious audience looked on with anticipation, their eyes flitting between the sleek miniature F1 cars and the

menacingly poised drones.

On one side, the F1 teams – the Tyrants, Bolt Racing, Atom Racing, and G12 –

huddled together, a mix of nervous energy and steely determination etched on

their faces. Plenty of painstaking work, fueled by the thrill of victory, had led them

to this very moment. F1 and Drone Wars were part of the Beyond Academics

Programme.

Across the Hub, the Drone Wars contingent mirrored the F1 teams' fervour. Their meticulously crafted

drones, testament to countless hours of engineering, sat poised for aerial battle. The qualifying rounds for both

competitions were a whirlwind of focused concentration. The F1 teams, their miniature machines roaring

presented their designs with a passion that belied their age. 

This wasn't just a competition; it was a celebration of learning, of defying

limitations, and of the unbridled enthusiasm of youth. The School Hub

became a crucible of innovation, where the raw emotions of competition

ignited a love for STEM. As the final rounds approached, the tension in the

air was palpable, but it was tension laced with the thrill of discovery and the

shared dream of pushing boundaries. This wasn't just about winning or

losing; it was about the journey, the hours spent perfecting designs, and the

sheer joy of creation.

The Category award went to Team Atom Racing and the Overall award to Team Bolt Racing. These two

teams will represent our school in the F1 Nationals in Delhi this July.

Witnessing the magic of Makkala Habba at Whitefield Sarjapur

Our littlest learners stole the show at this year's Makkala Habba,

Over 160 Preschool and Kindergarten students aged 3-6 took

centre stage, leaving the audience charmed with their talent.

This year's performance wasn't just about celebrating the end of

the school year. It was a heartwarming story about the two

majestic Pipal ( sacred Fig ) trees(around 50 years old ) and a

Neem tree (around 20 years old )on our Inventure Whitefield-

Sarjapur Campus. 

The show transported us back to 2017, when the Sarjapur

community rallied to save trees from being cut down for road

widening. Their incredible efforts, including a crowdfunding

campaign, resulted in two Pipal trees and one Neem tree being

lovingly transplanted to our campus. An amazing story of what

love and concern for our environment can achieve.  

Team Atom racing 

Dhriti Balaji Mani 6A

Avyaan Luthra Mathur 6A

Krishna Ved Raman 6A

Siddhanth Shyam Sundar 6B

 Surya Ingale 6B

Team Bolt Racing 

Advik J Singh 6E

Reyansh Pathak 6C

Arjun Singh 6E



The performance highlighted the importance of teamwork and environmental stewardship – a message

beautifully conveyed by our young performers. It was a delightful reminder that even the smallest hands can

make a big difference.

The People tree and movable stage props are a major contribution from the Middle and Senior school

students who used their Beyond Academics and Choice Project periods to create this gorgeous tree which

depicts the four seasons in four different art styles: Kerala Mural Art, Oriya Pattachitra, Madhubani and Warli

art. And of course, it used mainly recycled, repurposed Primary Production props - so fitting for today's theme

of working together to make a difference.

The entire production was a collaborative masterpiece. The adorable jute invitations were crafted by our

preschoolers, while the kindergarteners collaborated on the stunning title banner. Makkala Habba truly

embodied the spirit of working together to make a difference.

Congratulations to all our performers and a big thank you to everyone who helped make this year's Makkala

Habba so special!

Young Minds Take a Stand for Sustainability-Makkala Habba

Celebrations at the Yeshwantpur Campus

Inventure Academy, Yeshwanthpur echoed with energy on 4 April, when Makkala Habba was celebrated.

Makkala Habba provided  a platform for children to showcase their talents in dance, music and drama. It was

also a celebration of learning and teamwork, transforming the school into a stage for young voices. 

Our learners staged a play, centred on a story about four

Grade 5 students who wanted to make the most of their

summer break, by exploring the country with the idea of

meeting people of different tribes and learning how they lived

a sustainable life. The four friends meet members of the

Kuruba and Soliga tribes of Karnataka, the Koli tribe of

Maharashtra and the inhabitants of a Bhil village in Gujarat.

They are fascinated at how these diverse tribes and villagers

lived in harmony with nature and they decided that they would

draw on this experience to create a more sustainable lifestyle

and set an example for others to follow. The four friends

concluded that they could collectively create a more green and

clean Bangalore and also solve the current problem of water

scarcity.



This wasn't just an ordinary day, it was a life-skills

odyssey for these young minds. Watching them embrace

sustainability on stage was a glimpse into the future

changemakers we have the privilege of nurturing. 

A Trip to the Post Office

Last week, our kindergarteners at Yeshwanthpur Campus embarked on a heartwarming adventure, exploring

the theme of ‘community helpers’. Their journey took them deep into the fascinating world of the post office.

We were lucky enough to welcome a real-life postmaster to our classroom, who captivated the children with

tales of how the post office works its magic.

But the learning didn't stop there. Eager to experience the thrill of sending mail firsthand, we whisked the little

ones away on an unforgettable field trip to the local post office. Parents, brace yourselves – you might be

receiving some special deliveries soon.

With the excitement bubbling over, the children wrote messages to their loved ones on postcards. Watching

them choose colourful stamps and witness the fascinating sorting process – postcards destined for faraway

lands, packages ready for new adventures – was pure magic. It was a learning experience they won't soon

forget.

This trip wasn't just about mail; it was about sparking a love for learning and fostering a sense of community in

our youngest explorers. So, when you receive a precious handwritten note from your child, remember the

journey it took – from classroom adventure to real-life experience. It underscores the power of experiential

learning and the joy of discovery.



Summer camps at Inventure Academy, Yeshwanthpur Campus and at the Inventure Preschool, Whitefield  

promise to  offer children an enriching and engaging experience, with a wide array of activities, which will

include mental stimulation and physical activity. It also provides a great opportunity for them to explore new

areas of interest. The camp also aims to develop social skills and forge friendships and connections by giving

them the opportunity of interacting with children from diverse schools.

Some of the activities that are planned for the camp at Yeshwanthpur include Art, Sports, Yoga, Gymnastics,

Music and STEM and at the Preschool, Whitefield include  Art, Sports, Yoga, Gymnastics, Music and STEM.

Please spread the word about these camps to your family and friends.  

Do use the QR code on the posters to register your children for the camps.

There is only one week left to register for the incredible summer camps at Inventure Academy's

Yeshwanthpur Campus and Inventure Preschool in Whitefield! 

Countdown to Summer Camp: One Week Left to Join the Inventure

Adventure!


